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A B S T R A C T  

Secure key distribution is a critical component in secure com- 
munications. Finding 'proven secure' practical key dis~bution 
systems is one of the major goals in cryptography. The Diffie- 
Hellman variants, a family of key distribution systems, achieve 
some of the objectives of this goal. In particular, the 'non- 
paradoxical' system (by Matsumoto-Takashima-Imai and Yacobi) 
is claimed to be secure agairLSt a known-key attack. In thispaper 
we show that the argument used to prove this is flawed, and we 
explain how it can be fixed. 

1 I N T R O D U C ~ O N  

The secure distribution of keys is of vital concern to any secure 
communication. Many key distribution systems have been pro- 
posed (e.g., [10, 15, 6, 5, 16. 19, 17, 20]) offering various levels 
of security and complexity. A lot of research has also focused 
on the security aspects of such systems and on their weaknesses 
and strengths (e.g., [21, 23, 22]). Most systems use a public key 
setting for which a center is required to guarantee the par•me- 
mrs of the system. For practicality, the ¢ust in the center must 
be kept to a minimum (e.g., resu-icted to the setting of the sys- 
tem). Practical systems must have a small number of interactions, 
and a low communication and computation overhead. Ideally. a 
practical key distribution system should be non-interactive. 

A system is 'proven secure' if breaking it is as hard as solv- 
ing a (believed to be) hard cryptographic 'reference" problem, 
such as factoring, the discrete logarithm, the Diffie-HeUman prob- 
lem [10], etc. For practical (conditionally secure) systems this 
seems to be the best achievable level of security. 

The original Diffie-Heliman [I0] system is not secure against 
impersonation attacks. When Alice exchanges a key using Diffie- 
Hellman, she may think that it is with Bob while in fact it is with 
Carl. (The public-key version of the Diffie-Hellman scheme al- 
ways produces the same fixed key, i.e., Alice and Bob will always 
produce the same session key). This authenticity problem was ad- 
dressed in [16, 23, 22. 21]. Schemes that solve ~ problem are 
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often called authenticated. Yacobi-Shmuely [23] proposed a fam- 
ily of variants of the Diffie-Hellman system which are provably 
secure against a ciphenext-only attack by a passive adversary. 
These systems are very practical: they are non-interactive (what 
one party sends is independent of what the other sends) and have 
a low communication and computation complexity. However 
they [23] are not secure against a known-key attack by a passive 
adversary, as observed by Yacobi [22]. This means that, if one 
session key (produced by Alice and Bob using this scheme) is 
ever revealed, then all (their) further keys can be computed by a 
passive eavesdropper. 

To motivate the necessity for considering our type of active 
known key attack we consider the following three scenarios: 

• Negotiation of  contracts: During the negotiations for a con- 
tract the discussions may have to be private. Once the con- 
tract is signed, there is no need to keep secrecy and the 
keys used to protect privacy may be revealed. 

• Verifu:ation of  treaties: A message is authenticated using 
a conventional cryptosystem. To reduce the possibility of 
hiding a covert (subliminal) message, the key is revealed 
immediately after the message is authenticated [1, p. 33]. 

• Jealous spouse: Alice is the jealous spouse who Iries to 
find out either the secret session key of her husband Bob, 
or the plaintext exchanged with others. She is expecting 
fIom Bob a large file, but will not adhere to the rules of the 
key exchange protocol. In particular she does not know the 
session key she exchanged with Bob. Then Bob sends her 
the (encrypted under the session key) file, which of course 
she cannot decrypt. A few days later she claims to have 
lost the session key. Bob has no reason not to give it to 
her. 

We conclude that known key attacks in which the key is re- 
vealed to an insider almost immediately, are quite realistic. 

The 'non-paradoxical ' t  [22, 16] key distribution system seems 
to overcome the known key attack problem. It is claimed to be 
"proven secure' against a known.key attack by an active imper- 
sonator [22], but the proof given is flawed. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the flaw in Yacobi's 
argument (Section 3) and to show how it can be fixed (Section 4). 
In Section 2 we first describe the 'non-paradoxical'  system. We 
conclude with remarks and open problems in Section 5. 

lAhhough some sexurity aspects of this scheme were proven by Yacobi, 
Matsumoto-Takmshima-Lmai first presented the scheme (without any proofs of secu- 
rky). 

The term 'non-paradoxical' originates from [14]. Before that paper all proofs 
of security of 'proven secure' c~ptosystems implied that the proof itself could be 
used to break the cryptosystcm using an active adversary (e.g., • chosen text attack). 
Schemes that overcome this paradox are sometzme~ called: non-pa~doxical. 



There are man), other key distribution systems which use sym- 
metric keys (e.g, [18]), or for which the security is only heuristic 
(e.g., [19, 20]). These are not relevant to the problem addressed 
here, and are not discussed. 

2 THE 'NON-PARADOXICAL' KEY DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM 

This system 122, 16] uses a composite modulus setting, with p, q 
appropriate primes, m = ~ ,  and ,', an element of high order 
in Z,~,. Each party U,. has a secret key 8~, and a public key 
11~ = a °~ modm.  To get a session key, users Ui, Uj select random 
exponents e,, e i respectively, and exchange rl = a e~ modm,  rj  = 

a '~  modm. Ui computes the session key as k := r,i .~" I/j e~ modm 
and Uj as k := lti "~ • r i  °-i modm. Because k = r i °~ • r i  °-~ modm, 
they obtain the same key. 

It is shown [22, p. 271] that for this system, the cryptanalytic 
(cracking) problem under ciphertext-only attack by a passive ad- 
versary is as hard the Composite Diffie-Hellman problem DH=, 
which is: 

Input: a=modrn, a~modm,  a ,  rn (composite); 
Output: a ~ modm. 

The Composite Diffie-Hellman problem is one of the problems 
believed to be hard. (A problem is hard if it is not possible to 
compute a solution in probabilistic polynomial time.) 
In [22, p. 2711 the following argument is given: 

Triples (r'~ 1= ae~modrn], r~[= ct '~modm], k' - 
(a°~) e' • (a'~)e~modm), can be easily comput- 
ed, hence they don't  contribute any new knowl- 
edge . . .we  address the following disruptive 
adversary... We can reduce the basic Diffie-Hellman 
problem to the cracking problem under impersonation 
attack, with known old sessions' information. Since 
old information can be computed by anybody easily. 
we can remove this obstacle and concentrate on a re- 
duction to the cracking problem without that history. 

One is led to conclude that the cracking problem under any 
known-key attack, in which the impersonator is allowed to keep 
a history, is as hard as the DH, problem. 

3 THE 'NON-PARADOXICAL' SYSTEM LEAKS 
KNOWLEDGE UNDER KNOWN KEY ATTACK 

In Section 3.1 we discuss the flaw informally. For the readers who 
are familiar with zero-knowledge we give a formal description of 
the flaw in Section 3.2. 

3.1 AN INFORMAL APPROACH 

The problem with Yacobi's argument is that it assumes that the 
adversary [,7/ will behave in a nice (simulatable) way. We shall 
see that this need not be the case. 

Suppose that Ui is a user who wants at some later stage to 
impersonate U,/. For this purpose he will gradually accumulate 
(new) knowledge about the secret key aj of Uj'. His goal is, even- 
tually, to compute s j ,  by collating appropriately the knowledge 
about sj" which he has obtained. For this purpose he will employ 
the key distribution protocol (Ui, Uj)  repeatedly, but will use it 
in a slightly different way than that formally specified. We shall 
use the notation Oi to indicate that Ui does not follow stricdy 
the protocol. However we are assuming that ~i knows the secret 
key 81. 

The strategy of Oi is to run the protocol (Oi, Uj) by using 
an r[ for which he does not know the discrete logarithm, say e~. 
Since/-)'i cannot compute the key k' ,  he must abort the protocol. 

However he will try to get the key k t some other way. The 
scenario for a known-key attack provides him with a means of 
(sometimes) obtaining it. For example. U, /may throw the key in 
a waste paper-basket and Oi pick it out (see also the scenarios 
considered in the Introduction). Now [Yi can calculate r[ °~ -- 
k '  . r j  - ° i  (modm), since he knows ai. In this way 0 i  will aquire 
new knowledge about s j ,  which he could not have obtained by 
himself. (For a formal description see Section 3.2. Observe that 
in the 'honest '  case, Ui will get no new knowledge from the key 
k' .  Indeed, in that case Ui would know e[ and could himself 

la~ ef compute r i := / / i  ~modm. .Of  course this knowledge in itself 
is not sufficient to break the system, but it cannot be discounted 
as irrelevant. There is no reason to exclude the possibility that 
such knowledge combined appropriately would, eventually, make 
it possible for tYl to impersonate U/. The main point which 
we want to make is that old information cannot necessarily be 
computed easily, so there is a flaw in the original argument. 

3.2 A MORE FORMAL APPROACH 

In this section we assume that the reader is familiar with the 
concept of zero-knowledge [13] and zero-knowledge proofs of 
knowledge [11]. The protocol which [.7/ uses in the previous 
section can be described formally as follows: 

Input: a ' ~ m o d m ,  a ' ~ m o d m ,  a ,  m, 
Step I.  0 i  selects (using some non-uniform distribution) r[ E 
Z,,,, and Uj selects • i ,  r i as in the 'non-paradoxical" protocol. 
0 i  sends r~ to U i ,  and Uj sends r j  = ct'J modm to [)'i. 
Step 2. Oi 'obtains'  (later) from Uj the key k'  = r j  °~ • 
r~ °# modm. 

Formally. the argument used in the previous section amounts 
to stating that the 'non-paradoxical'  key distribution system under 
known-key attack is (likely) not to be zero-knowledge. Let us be 
more specific. 

Theorem 1 I f  the (Ui ,Ui)  protocol is computationally zero- 
knowledge, then the Diffie-Hellman problem is easy. 

Proof. (Sketch) Consider a 0"/ that sends a fixed r[ (e.g., 
2 modra) without knowing el, and assume that a is a genera- 
tot modp and modq. Observe that in the real interaction there 
is only one possible session key k' .  From k ' ,  8i and r j ,  Oi can 
easily compute r[ °~ := k ' .  r , / - ' * m o d m .  So if the protocol were 
zero-knowledge, then 0"i could simulate the unique r [ ' J m o d m  

t when only ri,  7tj = a =~modm, ot and m are given (because Uj 
is honest, r j  can easily be simulated). But this then would imply 
that the Diffie-HeIIman problem is easy. r'l 

So there seems to be no easy way of simulating k '  = r j  °~ • 
r~ °j modra, unless e~ is known 2. 

It follows that one cannot remove the old session's informa- 
tion and focus on the reduction to the cracking problem without 
history (as in [22, p. 271]). We should point out that we do not 
see how to exploit our attack to cryptanalyze (break) the 'non- 
paradoxical' key distribution system. So from a heuristic point 
of view this scheme appears to be as secure as before. Our ar- 
gument only undermines the proof of its security under an active 
known key attack. It certainly is secure against a passive known 
key attack (as shown in [22]). 

2Observe that  ff U i  is honest then t he  protocol (U.~, U~.) is zero-knowledge for 
tA= honest U~. Saying that the protocol (Uj, UO is zero-knowledge means that it 
is zero-knowledge for all probabilistic polynomial-time ~. 
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4 FIXING THE KEY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

To fix the proof we must somehow prevent dishonest parties be- 
having in the way described above. 

The  new protocol  

Input: - ' ~modm,  a '~modrn,  ca, rn. 
Step 1. Ui, U i execute the 'non-paradoxical' key distribution 
protocol and exchange ri, r i ,  respectively, but they do not corn- 
pure the key as yet. 
Step 2. Ui, U i prove to each other, each using an interactive 
zero-knowledge proof (e.g., [8, 7, 3]), knowledge of ei, • i ,  re- 
spectively, such that ri = ca'~modrn, r i = cae~ modm. 
Step 3. If U, accepts the proof of U i then he computes k; else 
he halts. Similarly for U i. 

Informally, with this protocol, if 0'i does not know ei then 
he will not succeed in convincing U i, and the key k will never 
be computed by U i,  so ~Yi cannot get it in any other way. 

Theorem 2 The cracldng problem for the modified 'non- 
paradoxical' key distribution system under a known-key attack by 
an (active or passive) adversary is as hard as the D~fie-Hellman 
problem. 

Proof. (Sketch) We use the same arl~ument as in 122], but must 
show additionally that the 'view' of Ui in the protocol (Ui, 0i)  
augmented with the step in which U i reveals k, can be simulated. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of zero- 
knowledge 113] and in particular with zero-knowledge proofs of 
knowledge 111 ]. 

Suppose that U s accepts the proof of 0i .  Then with over- 
whelming probability ~, knows e~ such that r~ = ca'~modrn 
(more formally there is a polynomial time probabilistic Turing 
machine that can extract e~ from Oi). It follows that 0i  induces 
a probability distribution on the e~. Clearly this distribution can 
be simulated in polynomial time: we just run ~i with random 
independent coin tosses, to produce pairs (e~,r~) with the ap- 
propriate distribution. The simulation of the honest U,i is trivial 
and gives (e i, rj). Because the proofs given by Oi, U i are zero- 
knowledge, there is no difficulty in simulating them. Now one 

e j  e~ 
computes k' := 11, • 11/modm. Observe that the simulation of 

the view of 0i is only statistical zero-knowledge [13], since there 
is a small (negligible) probability that Uj will accept a Oi who 
does not know e~. (Using a similar trick as in [13, pp. 204-205] 
it can be made perfect zero-knowledge). 

There remains a subtle technicality in the sketch. There are 
two cases: Oi does not know si, and ~i does. The first case 
is straightforward. In the second case, Oi could choose e~ as a 
function of ai. To avoid this technical problem we use a technique 
similar as in [12] (also used in [2]). We allow the simulator to 
ask an oracle the discrete log of Iti. D 

5 CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the 'proof" [22] that the 'non-paradoxical' 
key distribution system is provably secure against known-key at- 
tacks is flawed. Although we have not succeeded in cryptana- 
lyzing the system, it seems unlikely that the unmodified system 
is provably secure (simulating the appropriate history is as hard 
as the Diffie-Hellrnan problem). So the security of the 'non- 
paradoxical' key distribution system under known-key attacks is 
ordy heuristic. 

We have proposed a modification for which we get provable 
security under such attacks. However the modified protocol is 
interactive (whereas the original protocol is non-interactive: the 
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vi, vj which the users exchange are independent). This reduces 
the practicality of the system. 

Open problem and questions 
• Do there exist non-interactive practical 'proven-secure' au- 

thenticated key distribution systems.'? This problem remains 
open. 

• The security of the 'non-paradoxical' key distribution sys- 
tem prevents the cryptanalyst from computing the whole 
session key k (even if earlier session keys are revealed). 
It does not guarantee that some of the bits of k may leak. 
So, from a proven secure point of view, if the session key 
is long then the user will not know which bits to choose. 

• A flaw in a formal security proof can have serious security 
problems. To reduce errors in computer security, formal 
verification techniques [9], e.g., using automatic theorem 
provers, are used. Clearly security proofs in the area of 
communication security (cryptography) must be thorough- 
ly checked. Can automatic theorem provers for such a 
comphcated task be developed? 

ADDENDUM 

Yacov Yacobi has kindly communicated us his comments. He 
states: 

Yvo and Mike are fight that there is a flaw in my 
argument, and that some histories may be leaky. So, 
in general, history cannot be omitted from the defini- 
tion of Bhtp, even for my "non paradoxical" system. 
When reducing the Composite Diffie-Hellman crack- 
ing problem to B~sp of this system, we have to be 
able to generate a history. This implies that the re- 
duction works only for P-sarnplable histories (see [4, 
Def 2, p. 212]). For example, an ordinary execution 
of the protocol, where the exponents ei are picked 
with uniform distribution results a P-samplable his- 
tory. It seems that in the attack proposed in this 
paper, if ri ~ ca'~ rood m is picked with uniform 
distribution in (1, rn), the resulting history is still .P- 
samplable. However, if ri is structured (say has I00 
leading zeroes), then, unless the discrete-log prob- 
lem is computable in probabilistic polynomial time, 
the resulting history is not P-samplable, and this re- 
duction does not exist. 
At the time that I wrote the paper [22], I made the 
implicit assumption that history is "natural." Yvo and 
Mike are right that other histories should be consid- 
ered as well, even if they are less plausible. However, 
a leak of few bits does not by itself imply insecurity, 
it only implies non zero-knowledge (see [23]). 
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